Press release

SOL becomes new majority
shareholder in Scanlog
Svenska Orient Linien, SOL, becomes new majority owner in the Swedish
logistics company Scandinavian Logistics Partners, Scanlog. Until now,
the shipping company has had a 20 percent holding in the company, but
now it is expanding its ownership to just over 50 percent.
“With SOL, Scanlog gets a strong majority shareholder who can help us
continue our rapid growth. SOL taking this step shows that they believe
in us, and we see that as a mark of quality”, says Mathias Wideroth,
Chairman of the Board and founder of Scanlog.

Scanlog is also looking forward to SOL contributing its expertise to the company’s development. With two board members from the logistics industry and a solid knowledge of
maritime transports, it’s easy to see that the new majority owner has much to contribute.
From SOL’s perspective, there are also obvious benefits from the ownership in Scanlog:
“We’re aware of the fact that a number of our customers want logistics suppliers who have
the ability and the skills to deliver door-to-door logistics services,” says Michael Kjellberg,
Chairman of the SOL Board. “We’ve not been selling that service because we focus on
quay to quay, but now we’re looking forward to the opportunity of also assisting our customers with requests for multimodal transports via Scanlog.”
The motivating forces behind SOL’s decision to expand its stake in Scanlog from 20 to
just over 50 percent were the companies’ common commitment to sustainability and that
both companies place a focus on customers and their cargo, rather than the transport
mode itself.
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From left: Mathias Wideroth,
Chairman of the Board of Scanlog
and Michael Kjellberg, Chairman
of the Board of SOL.

The sustainability perspective is extremely important for both organisations. Many companies have come a long way in their own environmental work and in recent years transportation has been the focus. Scanlog’s business model is based on Responsible Logistics
– increased cost efficiency, reduced environmental impact and responsibility for quality of
delivery. Examples of this are Scanlog’s work to optimise transport routes, capacity utilisation and means of transport, and this has made Scanlog a rail freight operator of significance. Scanlog also carbon offsets all air freight free of charge for its customers.
SOL has also made major investments in sustainable transportation earlier in the year
through its 50 percent stake in the start-up shipping company WALLENIUS SOL. The
new shipping company will transport cargo in the Baltic Sea region by 2021 with some of
the world’s most modern ice-classed LNG-powered vessels. The new vessels will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 60 percent and fuel consumption by 50 percent per transported unit.

For more information, please contact:

Ragnar Johansson
Managing Director, Svenska Orient Linien AB

Mattias Ljungberg
CEO, Scandinavian Logistics Partners AB

Tel: +46 (0)31-354 40 41
Tel Switch: +46 (0)31-354 40 00
Email: ragnar.johansson@sollines.se

Tel: +46 (0)40-10 44 88
Mobil: +46 (0)72-513 26 16
Email: mattias.ljungberg@scanlog.se

About SOL and Scanlog
Svenska Orient Linien AB (sollines.se) is a privately owned shipping and logistics group (SOL) with operations including regular
bulk vessel services between Scandinavia and the Baltics to North
Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean. SOL also offers project
loads and military transport and is a Tonnage supplier through the
subsidiary TransProCon. Together with Wallenius Lines, SOL also
owns the shipping company WALLENIUS SOL, which operates a
line service from the Gulf of Bothnia to and from northern Europe
and the UK. Technical and crew management is provided through
the 50 percent owned company, AdMare Shipmanagement. The
SOL Group has a turnover of approximately SEK 1.2 billion and is
headquartered in Gothenburg.

Scandinavian Logistics Partners AB (scanlog.se) is a Swedish-
owned logistics company specialising in international rail, sea,
road and air transport. We are passionate about Responsible
Logistics, which places a focus on cost-efficiency, reduced environmental impact and high quality. Scanlog has some forty employees in four offices in Sweden, and a turnover of approximately
SEK 400 million. The company was named a Gazelle company by
Dagens Industri in 2017, 2018 and 2019. Scanlog is environmentally and quality certified according to ISO.

